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Introduction
We propose a new approach for activity modelling and anomaly detection based on
non-parametric Gaussian Process (GP) models [1].

Activity Prediction & Anomaly Detection

A novel one-step ahead prediction strategy to detect subtle anomalies
− learned relationships between activities are broken

Existing parametric model-based approaches have non-trivial model
selection problem

Past observations

1. Inaccurate model selection given noisy and sparse data
2. Challenging to construct a model based solely on prior knowledge
3. Expressive power is limited by initial model structure

One-step ahead prediction

Advantages of the proposed approach
1. Alleviate problem of selecting appropriate model complexity
2. Fewer parameters (less prone to overfitting problem)
3. Robust to noise
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Predictive distribution
Mean
Variance

Local anomaly score – predictive log-likelihood (takes predictive
uncertainty into account):

Activity Representation
Divide into blocks
8 x 8 pixels

where

Extract local block activity
represented using optical flow vectors

Actual
observations
Training set

Global anomaly score:

An interval is detected as abnormal if:
A region is detected as abnormal if:
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Regional activity patterns
represented as time-series

Activity-based
scene decomposition [2]

Results

a. Area under ROC yielded by different
covariance functions and scoring strategies
Covariance
function

Squared
residual

Predictive loglikelihood

SE

0.7351

0.7385

SE+ ARD

0.7509

0.7556

NN

0.7464

0.7643

b. ROC curve

SE = Squared Exponential, NN = Neural Network
ARD = Automatic Relevance Determination
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Gaussian Process Activity Modelling

GP regression models are constructed for each region to model

c. Sensitivity to noise

d. Sensitivity to training sample size

and

Each model predicts the activity patterns of the specific region at the present time interval using
the activity patterns in other regions observed in the past

Example of GP

e. Examples of detected anomalies
noise
x = input vector (past observations)
y = output vector at t
Ambulance using an improper lane

Two covariance functions k(x, x′) are considered
Squared Exponential

Police vehicle using an improper lane

Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) – relative
importance of different inputs to the prediction
e.g. region 3 has the highest influence on activity patterns in
region 4 whilst region 7 (pedestrian pavement) is irrelevant to
the prediction of region 4’s activity patterns

Neural Network

Fire engine causing interruptions to vertical traffic flow

Nonstationary covariance function - adapt to function whose smoothness changes with
the inputs

Fire engine causing interruptions to left-right turn traffic flow
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